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Four horizontal forces act at a pointO and are in equilibrium. The magnitudes of the forces areF N,
G N, 15 N andF N, and the forces act in directions as shown in the diagram.

(i) Show thatF = 41.0, correct to 3 significant figures. [3]

(ii) Find the value ofG. [2]

2 A particle is released from rest at a pointH m above horizontal ground and falls vertically. The
particle passes through a point 35 m above the ground with a speed of�V − 10�m s−1 and reaches the
ground with a speed ofV m s−1. Find

(i) the value ofV, [3]

(ii) the value ofH. [2]

3 A particleP moves along a straight line for 100 s. It starts at a pointO and at timet seconds after
leavingO the velocity ofP is v m s−1, where

v = 0.000 04t3
− 0.006t2

+ 0.288t.

(i) Find the values oft at which the acceleration ofP is zero. [3]

(ii) Find the displacement ofP from O whent = 100. [3]
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The diagram shows a vertical cross-sectionABC of a surface. The part of the surface containingAB
is smooth andA is 2.5 m above the level ofB. The part of the surface containingBC is rough and
is at 45Å to the horizontal. The distanceBC is 4 m (see diagram). A particleP of mass 0.2 kg is
released from rest atA and moves in contact with the curveAB and then with the straight lineBC.
The coefficient of friction betweenP and the part of the surface containingBC is 0.4. Find the speed
with whichP reachesC. [6]

5
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A smooth inclined plane of length 2.5 m is fixed with one end on the horizontal floor and the other
end at a height of 0.7 m above the floor. ParticlesP andQ, of masses 0.5 kg and 0.1 kg respectively,
are attached to the ends of a light inextensible string whichpasses over a small smooth pulley fixed
at the top of the plane. ParticleQ is held at rest on the floor vertically below the pulley. The string is
taut andP is at rest on the plane (see diagram).Q is released and starts to move vertically upwards
towards the pulley andP moves down the plane.

(i) Find the tension in the string and the magnitude of the acceleration of the particles beforeQ
reaches the pulley. [5]

At the instant just beforeQ reaches the pulley the string breaks;P continues to move down the plane
and reaches the floor with a speed of 2 m s−1.

(ii) Find the length of the string. [3]

[Questions 6 and 7 are printed on the next page.]
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A small ring of mass 0.024 kg is threaded on a fixed rough horizontal rod. A light inextensible string
is attached to the ring and the string is pulled with a force ofmagnitude 0.195 N at an angle of1 with
the horizontal, where sin1 =

5
13. When the angle1 is below the horizontal (see Fig. 1) the ring is in

limiting equilibrium.

(i) Find the coefficient of friction between the ring and the rod. [6]

When the angle1 is above the horizontal (see Fig. 2) the ring moves.

(ii) Find the acceleration of the ring. [4]

7 A car of mass 1600 kg moves with constant power 14 kW as it travels along a straight horizontal road.
The car takes 25 s to travel between two pointsA andB on the road.

(i) Find the work done by the car’s engine while the car travels from A to B. [2]

The resistance to the car’s motion is constant and equal to 235 N. The car has accelerations atA and
B of 0.5 m s−2 and 0.25 m s−2 respectively. Find

(ii) the gain in kinetic energy by the car in moving fromA to B, [5]

(iii) the distanceAB. [3]
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